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• On 19 October 2018, the US Treasury Department ("Treasury")
and the Internal Revenue Service ("IRS") released proposed
regulations and additional guidance related to the Opportunity
Zone ("OZ") tax incentive program. The proposed regulations
resolve some of the ambiguities found in the original text
of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (the "Act") and in particular
provides clarifying details on eligible gains, capital deployment,
requirements around substantial improvement of property, and
additional detail on the definition of "substantially all".

• As envisioned by the Act, the Opportunity Zone program
provides two primary tax incentives. The first allows taxpayers
to defer the payment of taxes on capital gains to the extent
those gains are reinvested in a Qualified Opportunity Fund
(QOF). The second allows taxpayers to exclude the post-
acquisition gains on investments made in QOFs from their gross
income if held for at least ten years. An overview of OZs can be
found in our report dated 18 May 2018 entitled Opportunity
knocks in tax-advantaged Opportunity Zones in the US.

• A public comment period has commenced and a formal
hearing on the proposed regulations has been scheduled
for 10 January 2019. The proposed regulations are subject
to revision following the period for public comment. The
Treasury has indicated that it would release a secondary
round of regulations prior to the end of 2018. Importantly,
the language indicates that investors and sponsors can rely
on these proposed regulations in advance of finalization,
subject to certain requirements. We expect that this first round
of regulations will provide QOF sponsors, particularly those
focused on single assets, greater confidence to move ahead
with offerings in the coming months.

Relevant terms are clarified
The Act authorized the US Treasury to designate certain census tracts,
characterized by low income levels, as Opportunity Zones. To date,
almost 9,000 such tracts have been identified in the 50 states, the
District of Columbia and five US territories. Despite pervasive media
coverage of the new tax incentive program, many investors appeared
reluctant to commit capital to QOFs pending the promulgation of
regulations that would clarify the meaning of terms used by Congress
when the legislation was drafted. After a lengthy delay, the Treasury
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and the IRS released a first round of proposed regulations at the end of last week. We expect that these regulations,
together with additional clarifications expected by December 2018, will provide sponsors and investors increased confi-
dence to move ahead with creating and investing in QOFs in the coming months.

In our ensuing discussion, we are obliged to remind our readers that the proposed regulations released on 19 October
are subject to revision and are expected to be supplemented by another round of proposed regulations by the end of
the calendar year. Our interpretation of the proposed regulations is based on a careful reading of the language employed
by Treasury and the IRS, but we cannot assert with complete confidence that these interpretations will be affirmed by
the IRS in the future. UBS does not provide tax advice and investors should consult their tax advisors before
committing capital.

To recap, taxpayers are permitted to defer the payment of federal income taxes on their capital gains by reinvesting those
gains in a Qualified Opportunity Fund. The investment must be made within 180 days of the realization of the capital
gain, and the QOF must invest that amount in qualified Opportunity Zone property. Property is defined to mean QOZ
stock, partnership interests, or business property. The proposed regulations are lengthy and reasonably technical so we
have made an attempt to highlight some of the pertinent points below.

Clarification for Qualified Opportunity Zone Investors
The key clarifications for investors center on which taxpayers are eligible, what types of gains are eligible, and tax benefit
availability after the expiration of current zone designations.

Designation of eligible taxpayers – In addition to individuals, 'C' corporations, registered investment companies (RICs),
REITs, partnerships, 'S' corporations, trusts and estates would all be eligible for QOZ tax benefits. There remains uncertainty
around treatment of certain pass-through entities and which types, if not explicitly mentioned, will be deemed eligible.

Eligible capital gains – Only capital gains will be eligible for tax deferral. While the language does not specifically address
short term capital gains, the regulations do imply that eligible gains include any gain treated as a capital gain for federal
income tax purposes. However, neither ordinary income nor depreciation recapture, which is treated as ordinary income,
will be eligible for deferral. Note: It is anticipated that at the expiration of deferral, the capital gains rate will be the
applicable rate at the time of the original rollover so short term gains will not be converted into long term gains..

Capital gains investment limitations – Gains will only be eligible for deferral if they were generated by sale of property to
unrelated persons. Moreover, only gains not already subject to election will be eligible. If the taxpayer has made an election
to a portion of their gains, only the non-elected portion is eligible, though all are subject to the same 180-day rollover
period (see below). The proposed regulations also explicitly exclude any capital gain derived from an offsetting-positions
transaction, a straddle being the specified transaction type.

Electing deferral – Investors will elect deferral on Form 8949 and attach the form to their federal income tax returns for
the taxable year in which the gain would have been initially recognized. An exposure draft of this form is available at
www.IRS.gov/DraftForms. Deferral may only be elected if cap gains are invested in equity interest of QOF. While no debt
interest in a QOF is eligible, investors may still use QOF equity interest as collateral for a loan.

180-day rollover period – The 180-day rollover period for investors, with respect to capital gains, generally begins on the
date of the sale or exchange that generated the gain. In certain circumstances, when gains are deemed by Federal tax
rules to be created by the sale or exchange of capital assets, the 180-day window begins on the date on when the gain
would be recognized for Federal income tax purposes. For partnerships, the 180-day window generally begins on the last
day of the partnership's taxable year. When a partnership does not elect deferral, but a partner does with their distributive
share, the 180-day window begins on the last day of the partnership's taxable year or on the same day the partnership's
180-day window would have started had it elected deferral.

180-day Reinvestment Period – If an investor sells their interest in a QOF before 2026, they may retain their tax deferral
as long as the proceeds of such sale are reinvested in another QOF within 180 days.

The 10-Year Zone Designation Period - The QOF regulations permit a taxpayer to increase the basis of their investment
in a QOF to current market value if the investment is held for at least ten years from the date of the original investment.
However, under current rules the designations of all QOZs now in existence will expire on 31 December 2028. To allow
taxpayers the same tax benefit after designation expiration, the new regulations permit them to step-up the basis of their
QOF investment until 31 December 2047, 20-1/2 years after the latest date that a taxpayer may make an investment that
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is part of an effort to defer a capital gain tax liability. The proposed rule therefore would permit an investor in a QOF to
make an investment as late as the end of June 2027 and to hold that investment in the QOF for the entire 10-year holding
period plus another 10 years, and elect the basis step-up regardless of designated zone expiration.

Clarification for Opportunity Zone Funds
The key clarifications for sponsors of QOF focus on required pace of investment through a working capital safe harbor,
clarity on substantial improvement requirement, and a lower threshold for the "substantially all" qualification for a QOZ
business.

Certification as a QOF – A QOF may be structured as a corporation or a partnership, and must have self-certified as such
through Form 8996. An entity is responsible for identifying the taxable year and month it becomes a QOF and thus, an
investor's deferral election is only deemed proper once an entity becomes a QOF.

Pre-existing entities - The proposed regulations clarify that there is no prohibition to using a pre-existing entity as a QOF,
provided that the pre-existing entity satisfies certain IRS requirements around certification and qualification as a QOF. These
requirements include compliance with a 90-Percent Asset Test, as described below. Treasury and the IRS are requesting
comments as to whether there is a statutory basis for providing additional flexibility that might facilitate the qualification
of more pre-existing entities across broad industry categories.

90-Percent Asset Test: QOFs must undergo semi-annual tests to determine whether their assets consist on average of at
least 90 percent QOZ property. The semi- annual tests require that a tangible asset can be QOZ business property only if it
acquired the asset after 2017 by purchase. The QOF (or its operating subsidiary) will be required to use asset values that
are listed on the QOF's financial statement for the taxable year in its calculations. If the statement is not available, the QOF
must use the cost of its assets. The Treasury and IRS have explicitly stated that QOFs should be provided a reasonable time to
reinvest the return of capital from investments to reach 90% threshold, although clarification is still needed in this regard.

Definition of QOZ property – As is described by the 90-Percent Asset Level Test, a QOF must hold 90 percent of its assets in
qualified opportunity zone property. The definition of property includes both stock and partnership interests in a qualified
OZ business, which may include certain equity interests in operating subsidiaries. If a QOF does not hold any equity in
a QOZ business, at least 90 percent of the QOF’s assets must be QOZ property. An operating business is only required
to have 70 percent ("substantially all") of its tangible property located in qualified opportunity zones. This theoretically
provides funds with the flexibility to hold a minimum of 63% of assets in qualified opportunity zones, but we anticipate
that most funds will refrain from operating so close to this margin.

Definition of QOZ business – QOZ business property is defined as tangible property used in a trade or business of a QOF,
but only if the property was acquired after 31 December 2017 and substantially all of the property was located in a QOZ.
In addition, the original use of the property in the QOZ either has to commence with the QOF investment or the QOF
must substantially improve the property.

Defining the term "substantially all" for QOZ business – The proposed regulations indicated that in order to qualify as
a QOZ business, at least 70 percent of the tangible property owned or leased by the business must be located within a
qualified opportunity zone. This interpretation by the Treasury expands the scope of companies that could qualify as QOZ
businesses. There are several other uses of the term "substantially all," to which the "70 percent" language does not
apply. We anticipate further clarification on the use of this critical terminology.

Substantial improvement requirement excludes land value – The proposed regulations address the “sub-
stantial-improvement” requirement with respect to a purchased building located in a QOZ. Importantly, the basis attrib-
utable to land on which such a building sits is not taken into account in determining whether the building has been
substantially improved and QOFs need only make improvements equivalent to the basis of the building.

Working capital and investment deployment – The release provides a safe harbor for qualified opportunity zone businesses
to hold working capital (including cash) as a permissible investment for up to 31 months, subject to certain requirements.
The QOF must have a written plan that identifies property held for the acquisition, construction, or substantial improvement
and a written schedule showing how the working capital will be spent within the 31-month period. The working capital
also must actually be used as outlined. Taxpayers would be required to retain detailed written records. We believe the
Treasury's interpretation is favorable for approaches where specific projects have already been identified and a plan for
capital deployment can be created. The regulations appear less favorable for QOFs that lack an existing pipeline of projects
or are more blind pool in nature.
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Topics requiring further clarification:
These proposed regulations address a number of open questions for fund sponsors and investors. We expect that the next
round of regulations, to be released later this year, will provide additional detail on qualified opportunity zone businesses
and investments, the ability of QOFs to reinvest capital gains, and mechanics of QOF exit or windup over time, among
other issues. Fund sponsors and investors will have to make their own determination of what level of business risk and
uncertainty they are willing to accept in moving forward ahead of greater clarity and additional regulations covering some
of these issues.

Additional Resources

IRS News Release
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